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POOL & CLUBHOUSE
Good afternoon Kakela Makai Oceanview Community,
Based on the Mayor’s Emergency Proclamation #10, we are ready to open the
community pool and clubhouse to residents only on a trial basis for the next two weeks
starting tomorrow, Saturday, May 23rd. If we can all follow the guidelines listed below,
we will be able to keep it open. If we deem it too great a risk based on behavior that is
outside of these guidelines we will have to close it back down.

Over the mandatory closure we have replaced all underwater pool lights, fixed the loose
tile at the waterline, and added some signage of the pool and exercise equipment rules.
Matt Taeza has been working on all of this and also cleaning the facility to open it back
with changes to allow for social distancing and to lower the risk of infection to the
community.
The following rules apply as we open back up tomorrow, Saturday, May 23rd:
1. Pool will be open to all residents but no guests will be permitted at this time to allow
more residents to use the pool with social distancing. Residents should be prepared to
show their key fob to security if asked.
2. Hot tub shall be limited to 20 minutes and 4 people maximum to allow for social
distancing and give more residents the opportunity to use the hot tub. The temperature
is now set to 103, which is a normal hot tub temperature but should not be used for long
times anyway.
3. Please keep pool furniture separated and social distance with masks when on the
pool deck or clubhouse. Masks need not be worn in the water or when on exercise
equipment.
4. The clubhouse bathroom is only bathroom open for use at this time. Please wash
hands and call Matt with UMS (phone number is on pool rules and bulletin board) if we
need to restock soap, paper towels or disinfecting wipes. Please use what you need
and leave the rest for other guests.
5. The water fountains have been disabled for now.

6. When using workout equipment, please wipe down with disinfecting wipes before and
after use.
7. If you are of higher risk for COVID-19, please consider waiting until the pool is open
for normal operation to use these facilities.
8. Please adhere to these rules so that we are able to keep the pool and clubhouse
open for our community.
Thank you all for your understanding and helping our community be able to use this
facility with these guidelines.
Mahalo,

Kakela Makai Oceanview Homeowners Board of Directors

